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Review No. 124432 - Published 25 Apr 2017

Details of Visit:

Author: sinful_punter
Type of Visit: Incall
Date and Time of Visit: Fri 21 Apr 2017 1:45
Duration of Visit: 45 Minutes
Amount Paid: 100
Recommended: Neutral

Details of Service Provider:

Profile Name: One2One Escorts
Website: http://www.one2one-escorts.co.uk
Phone: 07935022957

The Premises:

I've visited this flat twice before - easy to find, easy parking. Flat is unassuming but well kept inside
and has all required amenities (good shower, nice bedroom etc).

The Lady:

Photos on the website must be heavily airbrushed, very old or, most likely, both. I did call and ask
for a description too, before booking, as I have had experiences with one 2 one before, where the
girls are not what one might expect from their professionally taken and edited pictures. I was given
size 10 and 28 years old.

The photos show a toned, tight and young-looking blonde. In person, she was shorter, heavier,
more pendulous and older than expected. I would say she's a size 16, 5'2 or 5'3 and her face made
her look late 30s, not the 28 years I was let to believe by the telephonist. I'm not a great judge of
age, but this woman felt as old (late 30s) as me or older.

The Story:

It's tough to review Sienna too harshly because she is a wonderful person and would be an
exceptional punt for the right client. Unfortunately, this was a trades descriptions issue.

I was expecting a young, lithe, tight and toned size 10 and got a more mature, very, very curvy lady,
which is not what I wanted or am into at all.

The service was all good, insofar as it could be and Sienna is a genuine, honest and communicative
person with intelligence and welcoming warmth.

For people who like a more mature, curvy girl - go for it - you will have a great punt.

I just wish that one 2 one would sort out the profiles and pictures on their site. I've used them
dozens of times but am now considering whether to ever use them again. This is at least the 3rd
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time in the past few punts with them that I've turned up and felt I'm not getting the girl I was
expecting from their site and descriptions.

The only reason I would ever use 0ne2one is that I like the reliability of their service, over taking a
chance with an Indie, however, if the odds are going to be the same, I am better to spend some
time combing AW and try and find a well reviewed girl with good, self-taken pics and pay her £100
for an hour, rather than pay the slight premium for One2one for the same risk of disappointment.

Sorry to be mean to the girl, but it's not in anyone's interest, in my view, for either party in a punt to
be left getting a different experience than what was expected when booking. 
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